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Abstract Discrete boundary triangulation methods generate
triangular meshes through the centers of the boundary voxels
of a volumetric object. At some voxel congurations it may be
arbitrary whether a part of the volume should be included in
the object or could be classied as background. Consequently,
important details such as concave and convex edges and corners
are not consistently preserved in the describing geometry. We
present a background priority version of an existing object
priority algorithm [KII98]. We show that the ad hoc congura-
tions of the well-known Discretized Marching Cubes algorithm
[MSS94] can be derived from our method and that a combined
triangulation with object priority and background priority
better preserves object details.
Index Terms (ACM): I.3.5 [Computer Graphics]: Curve,
surface, solid, and object representations
Index Terms (MSC): 65D17 Computer aided design (model-
ing of curves and surfaces), 68U05 Computer graphics; compu-
tational geometry, 68U10 Image processing
I. INTRODUCTION
Volume models consist of three-dimensional arrays of mea-
sured or computed values. Isosurfacing and other segmentation
techniques are often applied to select object boundaries within
a volume, which may then be converted into triangular meshes.
The Marching Cubes algorithm [LC87], for instance, builds a
triangle mesh through interpolation points between the centers
of the discrete voxels. This gives an accurate isosurface but
also leads to a large number of triangles. The Discretized
Marching Cube (DMC) method [MSS94] constrains the in-
terpolated positions to midpoints between voxel centers. This
reduces the number of triangles and their possible orientations,
which makes it easier to construct larger surface elements out
of neighboring triangles with equal orientation. An alternative
approach is to first segment the data, by thresholding or edge
detection, into binary components and then to construct a
surface through the centers of the boundary voxels of the
discrete objects [KII98]. This method is fast and therefore
often used for previewing, without computing a more accurate
surface construction. It has similar advantages as the DMC
method in that the number of triangles is strongly reduced
compared to the exact interpolation surface method. In fact,
as we will see below, DMC can be seen as a special case
of the “discrete” surface method. In the following we equate
the boundary consisting of only voxels with the surface model
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through the boundary voxel centers. We will call them both
“discrete surface” in contrast to the “continuous” or “exact”
surface that is interpolated between the voxel centers.
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Fig. 1. Object with 6-connected surface (a) and 18/26 connected surface (b)
As volume models are likely to become larger in the near
future due to increased scanning and simulation resolutions
(10243 is a regular size nowadays), the differences in accuracy
will diminish and a limited triangle count of the discrete
models will become a major advantage.
Since the early seventies, quite some mathematical ingenu-
ity has been invested in the study of boundary voxel config-
urations to find out under which conditions a discrete surface
(consisting of only neighboring boundary voxels) has similar
topological properties as a regular manifold surface model,
i.e. correctly separates the interior from the exterior. This is
relevant for thinning and skeletonization [HKR96], [AS96],
[PK98], ray casting volumetric objects [COKK96], [Kau91],
[KCOY03], and surface construction [Udu96], [Udu94]. The
study of these properties is known as digital topology [KR96],
[KR89] and has resulted in several boundary definitions by
Morgenthaler and Rosenfeld [MR81], Malgouyres [MB99],
Kovalevsky [Kov89] and Couprie and Bertrand [CB98]. The
latter introduced the notion of simplicity surface, which con-
stitutes a boundary consisting of boundary points that are
adjacent and are not simple points. Simple points are points
that can be removed from the boundary without altering the
topology. They give several operational definitions for simple
2points and they prove that a simplicity surface can be built out
of only 8 different 2×2×2 voxel configurations [CB98]. On
the basis of these configurations it could be easy to define a
boundary triangulation method.
However, the definition of simplicity surface is not of much
value from a practical point of view, as we will see in
Section II. A more useful method was proposed by Kenmochi
et al. [KII98] (below we refer to this method as the Kenmochi
method). They define the boundary of a discrete solid as the
boundary of the set of connected tetrahedra that constitute the
volumetric object. To construct the boundary, the object is
first decomposed into a set of tetrahedra, and after removing
the “double” surfaces shared by neighboring tetrahedra, the
“single” outside faces constitute the overall boundary. They
also presented a construction method that directly generates
the composite boundary and deals with degenerated cases as
dangling edges and folded surfaces.
The Kenmochi method is a sound and useful method.
However, we can make an interesting observation: the method
generates a surface with a maximum envelope, which is not
in all cases desired. We will illustrate this issue by showing
how the configurations of the Discretized Marching Cubes
(DMC) method [MSS94] can be derived from the Kenmochi
method. It will make clear that the Kenmochi method has
some implicit assumptions that do not in all cases give the
expected and desired result. In Section IV, we propose an
alternative triangulation scheme which is closer to the DMC
configurations. But first, we start with an introduction on
discrete surface representations.
II. DISCRETE SURFACE REPRESENTATIONS
A volumetric representation consists of a three-dimensional
grid of voxel cubes, where each voxel cube stores one or
multiple values. We limit the discussion here to regular grids
that constitute a discrete space with voxels that are either
black (the object) or white (the background). Each voxel
has a 3×3×3 neighborhood with other voxels which are 26-
adjacent to the central voxel from which 6 voxel centers have
a Manhattan distance to the neighborhood center of one, 12
centers a distance of 2, and 8 centers a distance of 3 steps
in orthogonal directions. This voxel neighborhood can be
decomposed into 8 cuberille cells, see Figure 2; the figure
shows the cuberilles between the voxel centers.
Fig. 2. Adjacency relations
In the 3D example shown in Figure 3, the black points con-
stitute a discrete object with only one interior point (marked
gray) and 26 boundary points. If we define the boundary in
terms of a set of 6-connected points, then we have 26 boundary
points. If we also include 18- and 26-connectivity then the
edge and corner points become “simple,” i.e. they do not
longer border directly to the interior. The 26-surface would
be only the octahedron around the interior point (Figure 3b),
whereas the 6-surface would be the full cube (Figure 3a), what
in most practical cases would be the desired result. Hence, if
we want to maintain straight corners then we should eliminate
the “short cuts”. However, if we have an oblique or curved
surface, then we would like to use the diagonal short cuts
of the 26-adjacency in order to avoid the staircasing of the
6-surface representation (see Figure 1).
Fig. 3. 3D example: 6-connected and 26-connected boundaries
Kenmochi circumvents this dilemma in her method by
defining the boundary of the discrete object as the boundary
of the set of discrete simplexes that constitute the object. In
2D the simplex is a triangle and in 3D a tetrahedron. If the
3D discrete object can be decomposed into a set of connected
(non-degenerated) polyhedra, then its boundary is a manifold.
This condition excludes degenerated cases as dangling faces
and edges, and other parts that are not properly connected
to the main volume. The result of this definition is a surface
that encloses the whole object volume and that is locally 6-
connected and 18 or 26-connected in case of an oblique surface
or a concave corner (see Figure 1b). Kenmochi gives a slice-
by-slice and cell-by-cell construction method that directly
generates a correct surface using 14 triangulation patterns for
2×2×2 voxel configurations (Figure 5). The names of the
configurations (P3a, etc.) are taken from [KII98].
Fig. 4. Two different triangulation patterns for Kenmochi configuration P6b,
one with the middle tetrahedron (a) and one without (c)
Although the Kenmochi method maintains sharp corners in
case of convex configurations, it still generates oblique faces
in concave situations due to the fact that the method generates
tetrahedra in corners (see Figure 1b). If we want to avoid this
we should give background points a higher priority than object
points, and avoid the “short cuts” associated with 18 and 26-
connectivity. However, then we also turn correctly interpolated
oblique faces into staircases (Figure 1a), and the result would
be equal to 6-connectivity only.
3Fig. 5. Kenmochi configurations
We may notice that the Kenmochi method in general gives
priority to the object over the background, because it uses
all possible tetrahedra between object points for its boundary
definition. For instance in cell-configuration P6b, the middle
tetrahedron (Figure 4b) can be arbitrarily assigned to the
object or to the background. If the central tetrahedron is
removed we get another triangulation (compare Figure 4c with
Figure 4a). This alternative triangulation may be useful in
certain situations, as illustrated in Figures 14a and 15a.
The main problem is that we do not know a priori the shape
of the real object before discretization, but it is clear that we
may arbitrarily choose the one or the other configuration: “ob-
ject over background” or “background over object” priority. To
further exemplify these issues we will take a closer look at the
DMC method.
III. DISCRETIZED MARCHING CUBES
Montani et al. [MSS94] presented their discretized version
of the Marching Cubes algorithm as a method to reduce
the number of “pathological” cases produced by the standard
Marching Cubes algorithm. Instead of taking the exact inter-
section of the isosurface with the edge between neighboring
voxels, they take the midpoint. This increases the number
of configurations from 14 in MC to 16 in DMC. We are in
particular interested in their configurations “e,” “k,” “l,” “n,”
“o” and “p” (see Figure 6).
Fig. 6. Six of the 16 DMC configurations (cf. Figure 3 in Montani94)
It is not clear from [MSS94] how these configurations were
derived, but we may assume that they started by defining
patterns for covering the faces of the cell (see Figure 7a, b, c
and d), to guarantee continuity between cells. In addition, they
selected the midpoint of the cell to be either in the object or
not, and in case the midpoint is part of the object boundary,
the midpoint is connected to the midpoints at the edges.
We may conclude that the authors of the DMC method
gave priority to the background instead of the object, because
otherwise the configurations would have been based on the
face-configuration “7e” instead of “7c” (Figure 7). Of course,
4Fig. 7. DMC configurations can be derived from the above 2D patterns. It is
arbitrary whether configuration c (background priority) is chosen or e (object
priority)
it is arbitrary whether we choose the one over the other
and there is also no need to be consistent. The choice of
whether the midpoint (in the DMC configurations) is part
of the object is also arbitrary. For instance, the “DMC-e”
configuration has five white corner points against three black,
so it would be more natural to have the center point white, but
a black center point generates a nice triangulation comparable
to configuration “DMC-l”.
An alternative method to construct the DMC configurations
is to build them by using the Kenmochi algorithm. We do
this by mapping the 2×2×2 DMC voxel configuration to a
3×3×3 voxel block. In the 3×3×3 block the DMC midpoints
are now black and the other midpoints have the color of
their neighboring corner points. We apply the configurations
of Kenmochi (Figure 5) to the eight individual 2×2×2 cells,
and the results are shown in Figure 8. We will notice some
differences with Figure 6.
In fact, as mentioned earlier, in the Kenmochi scheme the
object has priority over the background, because it uses all
possible tetrahedra between black points for its boundary
definition. If we reverse the priority in the DMC method, then
the Kenmochi method will generate a better approximation.
However, there will still remain small local differences due
to the DMC construction method, which connects the central
point directly to the edge points.
In conclusion, we saw that DMC is a simplified version
of a 3×3×3 surface construction with the restriction that the
cell edges are only black-black, white-white, black-white or
white-black voxel combinations (which is due to the 2×2×2
starting situation) and not white-black-white or black-white-
black (which is only possible in the 3×3×3 configuration).
IV. TRIANGULATION WITH BACKGROUND PRIORITY
Looking at the above examples we may wonder whether
there exists a triangulation that directly generates the standard
DMC configurations. This is indeed so (see Figure 9). Instead
of using object priority (cf. Figure 7e) we follow the DMC
convention (cf. Figure 7c) and give priority to the white
diagonals. This means that object voxels are not 26-connected,
but only 18-connected when they are 6-adjacent. Some of
the Kenmochi configurations remain (P3a, P4a, P4e, P6a and
P7a), whereas other configurations reduce to triangles or to
combinations with dangling voxels (P4b and P5c). P4g has
no triangle anymore, only isolated points. The isolated points
will have to be removed with a postprocessing similar to the
removal of non-manifold situations in the Kenmochi method.
Fig. 8. The six DMC configurations derived with the Kenmochi method
Now we can build the standard DMC configurations, see
Figures 10 and 6, although there still remain some differences.
This is because the triangulation using DMC configurations is
done starting from the central point (if there is one). We can
copy this by generating an edge-list from the eight cells and
then connect the edge corner points with the center point. This
reduces the number of triangles and makes the configuration
smoother; compare “DMC-p” in Figures 6 and 10. In addition,
if we introduce “don’t care” voxels then we can reduce the
number of triangulation patterns to seven for the Kenmochi
method and six for the Background Priority method (see
Appendix).
Figures 14 and 15 show results obtained with two test
objects. Note that the sharp edges and the sharp corner of the
cut-out part are correctly triangulated by the use of Kenmochi
configurations P5c and P6b. However, in the cube where
the cut-out part is taken from this is not the case. There,
configuration P6b leads to aliasing at the sharp edges and
configuration P7a to a cut-off of the sharp corner inside the
cube. In the case of triangulations obtained with Background
Priority the opposite effects are obtained, except for the sharp
corner inside the cube, see below. The upper part of the Hoppe
object obtained with the Background Priority method is better,
whereas the bottom part is worse.
5Fig. 9. Background Priority scheme
Obviously, the Kenmochi method should be used in order
to triangulate convex boundaries and the Background Priority
to triangulate concave boundaries. In practice, we can check
whether a voxel is at a convex or concave boundary by inspect-
ing its 3×3×3 voxel neighborhood. Under normal conditions,
when the number of voxels which belongs to the object in the
neighborhood is larger than 18 the voxel in the center of the
neighborhood is at a concave boundary. When the number is
smaller than 18 the voxel in the center of the neighborhood
is at a concave boundary. For non-manifold cases this is not
necessarily true, but these cases can normally be filtered out.
For example, in the Kenmochi method a filter operation is
applied before triangulating a discrete object. Figure 16 shows
Fig. 10. The six DMC configurations with Background Priority algorithm
the results when we apply this triangulation strategy. As can
be seen both convex and concave edges are better preserved.
Figure 11 shows an alternative triangulation of pattern P7a
which for oblique surfaces is not desired, but which in some
cases, such as the sharp corner inside the cube in Figure 15a,
better preserves the object detail. In order to decide which
of the two triangulations must be applied it seems necessary
to determine which object voxels belong to the boundary and
which not. Also for some other configurations (e.g. P6a) other
(extreme background priority) triangulations may be asked for
in certain situations. These are important issues for future
research.
Fig. 11. Two possible triangulation patterns for Background Priority
configuration P7a
6V. CONCLUSIONS
Preserving object details such as sharp corners and edges is
important in many applications. For example, in archaeology
scans can be made of ancient parts of objects which are
known to belong together, but it may not be known how they
should be put together. With the scans represented on regular
grids methods could be designed which automatically try to
fit together all pieces. However, current surface construction
approaches do not consistently preserve object details. With
MC, an object can be rounded at concave corners on one
regular grid and can be sharp for convex corners on another
grid. With the Kenmochi method, the boundary of an object
and the boundary of its background are typically not consistent
either. Obviously, this may hinder fitting together all pieces
in the right order. The triangulation strategy which has been
described in this paper makes it possible to directly preserve
the concave and convex edges of objects in their geometry
description.
APPENDIX
The triangulation patterns for the voxel configurations of
Figures 5 and 9 can be built from a reduced set of basic
triangulation patterns that use “don’t care” voxels for positions
that can either be black or white. Figure 12 shows the basic
patterns for the Kenmochi method and Figure 13 for the Back-
ground Priority method. We note that in each configuration
of Figure 12 with “don’t cares” (K4-K7), at least one of the
“don’t cares” must be black. For clarity, these patterns can be
specified in ((((bottom-behind-left)-right)-fore)-top) order as:
K1: 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
K2: 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
K3: 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0
K4: x x 1 1 1 0 0 0
K5: x x 1 1 0 1 0 0
K6: x x 1 1 1 1 0 0
K7: x x x 1 x 1 1 0
B1: 1 1 1 0 0 x x x
B2: 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1
B3: 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0
B4: 1 1 1 x 1 0 0 x
B5: 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0
B6: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,
where 0 denotes a white point, 1 a black one and x a “don’t
care” case. Table I specifies the conversion.
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TABLE I
TRIANGLE LOOKUP TABLE FOR THE KENMOCHI ALGORITHM WITH
“DON’T CARES” AND FOR THE BACKGROUND PRIORITY ALGORITHM
Kenmochi with don’t cares background priority
P3a K1 B1
P4a K2 B3
P4b K4+K5+K7 B1 + one point
P4c K5+K5 2*B1
P4d K4+K4 2*B1
P4e K3 B4
P4g 4*K7 four points
P5a K4+K5 B2+B4
P5b K6+K7 3*B1
P5c 3*K7 B4 + one point
P6a K6 B5
P6b 2*K7 2*B4
P6c 2*K7 6*B1
P7a K7 B6
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Fig. 16. Triangulation with the Kenmochi method at convex boundaries and
the Background Priority method at concave boundaries
